COOKING FOR TWO: 120 RECIPES FOR EVERY DAY AND
THOSE SPECIAL NIGHTS

Free access ebook for cooking for two: 120 recipes for every day and those special
nights by bruce weinstein tea for two. that's what it's all about, right? so how come
every recipe you pick up says "serves 4 to 6"? or more! what do you do when you want
macaroni and cheese, but don't want to be reheating it for three nights? or a couple of
cookies, but don't want to be tempted by two dozen sitting on the counter all week?
creative cookbook authors and cooks bruce weinstein and mar tea for two. that's what
it's all about, right? so how come every recipe you pick up says "serves 4 to 6"? or
more! what do you do when you want macaroni and cheese, but don't want to be
reheating it for three nights? or a couple of cookies, but don't want to be tempted by two
dozen sitting on the counter all week? creative cookbook authors and cooks bruce
weinstein and mark scarbrough have all the answers in cooking for two. brimming with
120 smaller-serving, big-taste recipes,cooking for two offers cooks familiar favorites
such as pastabolognese, chicken pot pie, and mushroom barley soup, as well as new
dishes for today's tastes like pork satay salad and snapper fillets sautéed with orange and

pecans. simply cutting down larger recipes leads to wasted ingredients. but bruce and
mark have developed each recipe so you buy only what you need, and use all of what
you buy. instead of opening a can of vegetable stock only to use three tablespoons, use
the liquid the dried mushrooms have soaked in. if an onion is too large for a recipe, chop
a shallot instead. the dessert chapters are filled with cookies, puddings, and cakes, all
designed for two servings. small-batch baking requires strict attention to detail. a regular
egg can be too big for a small batch of six cookies, so they suggest quail eggs or the
easy-to-find pasteurized egg substitutes, which you can measure out in tablespoons.
truly a cookbook for everyday use, each recipe is labeled as quick (ready in minutes
with minimal cooking), moderate (requires a bit more preparation or cooking), or
leisurely (perfect for quiet celebrations or weekend meals) to help you decide which
dish best fits into your day. with ingredient and equipment guides, as well as tips on
how to stock your pantry to avoid those there's-nothing-in-the-house-so-let's-go-out
moments, cooking for two will surely become the cookbook you reach for every night
of the week. it's just two perfect. ...more
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THE PROMISE OF SLEEP: A PIONEER IN SLEEP MEDICINE
EXPLORES THE VITAL CONNECTION BETWEEN HEALTH,
HAPPINESS, AND A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
sleep better, live longer with the groundbreaking information and step-by-step
program in this revolutionary book. healthful sleep has been empirically proven to
be the single most important factor in predicting longevity, more influential than
diet, exercise, or heredity. and yet we are a sleep-sick society, ignorant of the facts
of sleep--and the price of sleep deprivatio sleep better, live longer with the
groundbreaking information and step-by-step program in this revolutionary book.
healthful sleep has been empirically proven to be the single most important factor
in predicting longevity, more influential than diet, exercise, or heredity. and yet
we are a sleep-sick society, ignorant of the facts of sleep--and the price of sleep
deprivation. in this groundbreaking book, based on decades of study on the
frontiers of sleep science, dr. william dement, founder and director of the stanford
university sleep research center, explains what happens when we sleep, when we
don't, and how we can reclaim the most powerful--and underrated--health miracle
of all. taking us on a fascinating tour of our sleeping body and mind, dr. dement
Readable/Downloadable
reveals the price we have paid for ignoring sleep--an epidemic of heart disease, 33
percent of traffic-fatigue-related accidents, and immeasurable mental and
psychological disadvantages. and he offers a hands-on prescription for vibrant
good health and longevity, including...self-tests to determine how much sleep you
really need.the role of prescription and over-the-counter sleeping aids.the latest
research on how sleep affects the immune system.how to combat insomnia,
snoring, and jet lag.plus information on sleep disorder clinics nationwide, web
sites, and more. taking readers on a fascinating tour of our sleeping body and
mind, dr. william c. dement reveals the price paid for ignoring sleep--an epidemic
of heart disease, traffic-fatigue-related accidents (responsible for a full third of all
traffic accidents), and immeasurable mental and psychological disadvantages.
offering a hands-on prescription for vibrant good health and longevity, the
promise of sleep includes self-tests to determine how much sleep you really need,
full information on the role of prescription and over-the-counter sleeping aids, the
latest research on how sleep affects the immune system, helpful methods for
combating insomnia, snoring, and jet lag, plus information on sleep disorder
clinics nationwide, sleep disorder web sites, and more. --> .more
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HEALTHY SLEEP HABITS, HAPPY CHILD: A STEP-BY-STEP
PROGRAMME FOR A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
in this completely revised and expanded edition, dr marc weissbluth - a leading
paediatrician - updates his groundbreaking approach to solving and preventing
children's sleep problems, from infancy through to adolescence. in healthy sleep
habits, happy child he explains with authority and reassurance his step-by-step
regime for parents for instituting beneficial habits with in this completely revised
and expanded edition, dr marc weissbluth - a leading paediatrician - updates his
groundbreaking approach to solving and preventing children's sleep problems,
from infancy through to adolescence. in healthy sleep habits, happy child he
explains with authority and reassurance his step-by-step regime for parents for
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instituting beneficial habits within the framework of their child's natural sleep
cycles. this valuable sourcebook outlines the best course of action for sleep
problems: prevention and treatment; reveals the common mistakes parents make
to get their children to sleep; helps stop the crybaby syndrome, nightmares and
bedwetting and provides new material on: - how to handle 'nap-resistant' kids and
when to start sleep training - help for working mums and children with sleep
issues - the father's role in comforting children - the benefits and drawbacks of
allowing kids to sleep in the family bed and much more. rest is vital to children's
health, growth and development. healthy sleep habits, happy child outlines proven
strategies that ensure good, healthy sleep for every age. ...more

FOUR COMEDIES: THE TAMING OF THE SHREW, A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM, THE MERCHANT OF VENICE, TWELFTH NIGHT
the taming of the shrew robust and bawdy, the taming of the shrew captivates
audiences with outrageous humor as katharina, the shrew, engages in a contest of
wills–and love–with her bridegroom, petruchio, in a comedy of unmatched
theatrical brilliance, filled with visual gags and witty repartee. a midsummer
night's dream fairy magic, love spells, and an enchanted wood turn t the taming of
the shrew robust and bawdy, the taming of the shrew captivates audiences with
outrageous humor as katharina, the shrew, engages in a contest of wills–and
love–with her bridegroom, petruchio, in a comedy of unmatched theatrical
brilliance, filled with visual gags and witty repartee. a midsummer night's dream
fairy magic, love spells, and an enchanted wood turn the mismatched rivalries of
four young lovers into a marvelous mix-up of desire and enchantment, all touched
by shakespeare’s inimitable vision of the intriguing relationship between dreams
and the waking world. the merchant of venice this dark comedy of love and
Readable/Downloadable
money contains one of the truly mythic figures in literature–shylock, the jewish
moneylender. the “pound of flesh” he demands as payment of antonio’s debt has
become a universal metaphor for vengeance. here, pathos and farce combine with
moral complexity and romantic entanglements, to display the extraordinary power
and range of shakespeare at his best. twelfth night set in a topsy-turvy world like a
holiday revel, this comedy juxtaposes a romantic plot involving separated twins
and mistaken identity with a more satiric one about the humiliation of a pompous
killjoy. the hilarity is touched with melancholy, and the play ends, not with
laughter, but with a clown’s plaintive song. each edition includes: •
comprehensive explanatory notes • vivid introductions and the most up-to-date
scholarship • clear, modernized spelling and punctuation, enabling contemporary
readers to understand the elizabethan english • completely updated, detailed
bibliographies and performance histories • an interpretive essay on film
adaptations of the play, along with an extensive filmography ...more

FOUR GREAT COMEDIES: THE TAMING OF THE SHREW / A
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM / TWELFTH NIGHT / THE TEMPEST
the four plays selected for this collection--the taming of the shrew, a midsummer
night's dream, twelfth night, and the tempest--represent a significant stage in the
development of the world's greatest dramatist.
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FOUR COMEDIES: THE TAMING OF THE SHREW, A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM, AS YOU LIKE IT, TWELFTH NIGHT (PENGUIN
CLASSICS)
shakespearean comedy has as much to do with the structure and movement of the
drama as with the wit of its dialogue or the humour of its characters. in these four
comedies there is a near-tragic crisis at which disaster or happiness may ensue, but
the overriding force of goodwill and the power of understanding, love and
generosity brings us through to a joyful conclusion. shakespearean comedy has as
much to do with the structure and movement of the drama as with the wit of its
Readable/Downloadable
dialogue or the humour of its characters. in these four comedies there is a neartragic crisis at which disaster or happiness may ensue, but the overriding force of
goodwill and the power of understanding, love and generosity brings us through to
a joyful conclusion. in comedy, 'sweet are the uses of adversity', so that the most
bitter circumstances - exile, oppression, unrequited love - can give rise to higher
feelings of friendship, respect, sympathy and acceptance. in this collection of
shakespeare's four most spirited comedies, each text comes complete with notes
and an introduction, making this edition of particular value to students, scholars
and theatre-goers. ...more

FIVE GREAT COMEDIES: MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, TWELFTH
NIGHT, A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, AS YOU LIKE IT AND THE
MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR
merriment abounds in these beloved comedies by the bard, in forms that range
from magical mischief to rollicking farce. five of shakespeare's most popular
comedies appear here, in one convenient and economical volume. contents
include: much ado about nothing, in which a betrothed couple set a lover's trap for
a confirmed bachelor and his sharp-tongued sparring partner twelft merriment
abounds in these beloved comedies by the bard, in forms that range from magical
mischief to rollicking farce. five of shakespeare's most popular comedies appear
here, in one convenient and economical volume. contents include: much ado
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about nothing, in which a betrothed couple set a lover's trap for a confirmed
bachelor and his sharp-tongued sparring partner twelfth night; or what you will,
the tale of a shipwrecked maiden who disguises herself as a boy and assists a duke
in wooing a recalcitrant sweetheart a midsummer night's dream, in which the
fairies of an enchanted forest employ a love potion to sport with four young lovers
as you like it, concerning the retreat of banished royalty to a greenwood, where
the constraints of everyday life are loosened and the characters free to reinvent
themselves the merry wives of windsor, starring the jolly old rogue sir john
falstaff in a madcap romp that gives his greed and vanity a humorous
comeuppance. ...more

THE COMPLETE WORKS AND APOCRYPHA OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM,
HAMLET, ROMEO AND JULIET AND MORE (52 PLAYS, 154 SONNETS AND MORE)
this collection gathers together the works by william shakespeare in a single, convenient, high quality, and extremely low priced kindle
volume! the comedies of william shakespeare a midsummer night's dream all's well that ends well as you like it love’s labour ’s lost
measure for measure much ado about nothing the comedy of errors the merchant of venice the merry wives of windsor th this collection
gathers together the works by william shakespeare in a single, convenient, high quality, and extremely low priced kindle volume! the
comedies of william shakespeare a midsummer night's dream all's well that ends well as you like it love’s labour ’s lost measure for
measure much ado about nothing the comedy of errors the merchant of venice the merry wives of windsor the taming of the shrew the
two gentlemen of verona twelfth night; or, what you will the romances of william shakespeare cymbeline pericles, prince of tyre the
tempest the winter's tale the tragedies of william shakespeare king lear romeo and juliet the history of troilus and cressida the life and
death of julius caesar the life of timon of athens the tragedy of antony and cleopatra the tragedy of coriolanus the tragedy of hamlet,
prince of denmark the tragedy of macbeth the tragedy of othello, the moor of venice titus andronicus the histories of william shakespeare
the life and death of king john the life and death of king richard the second the tragedy of king richard the third the first part of king
henry the fourth the second part of king henry the fourth the life of king henry v the first part of king henry the sixth the second part of
king henry the sixth the third part of king henry the sixth the life of king henry the eighth the poetical works of william shakespeare the Readable/Downloadable
sonnets sonnets to sundry notes of music a lover's complaint the rape of lucrece venus and adonis the phoenix and the turtle the
passionate pilgrim the complete shakespeare apocrypha a yorkshire tragedy. not so new as lamentable and true mucedorus pericles,
prince of tyre sir thomas more the birth of merlin or the childe hath found his father the comedie of faire em the lamentable tragedy of
locrine the life and death of the lord cromwell the life of sir john oldcastle the london prodigal the merry devil of edmonton the puritan,
or the widow of watling-street the reign of king edward the third the second maiden's tragedy the two noble kinsmen about the author:
shakespeare's work has made a lasting impression on later theatre and literature. in particular, he expanded the dramatic potential of
characterisation, plot, language, and genre. until romeo and juliet, for example, romance had not been viewed as a worthy topic for
tragedy. soliloquies had been used mainly to convey information about characters or events; but shakespeare used them to explore
characters' minds. his work heavily influenced later poetry. the romantic poets attempted to revive shakespearean verse drama, though
with little success. critic george steiner described all english verse dramas from coleridge to tennyson as "feeble variations on
shakespearean themes." shakespeare influenced novelists such as thomas hardy, william faulkner, and charles dickens. the american
novelist herman melville's soliloquies owe much to shakespeare; his captain ahab in moby-dick is a classic tragic hero, inspired by king
lear. scholars have identified 20,000 pieces of music linked to shakespeare's works. these include two operas by giuseppe verdi, otello
and falstaff, whose critical standing compares with that of the source plays. ...more
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EVERY NIGHT'S A SATURDAY NIGHT: THE ROCK 'N' ROLL LIFE OF
LEGENDARY SAX MAN BOBBY KEYS
born in slaton, texas, bobby keys has lived the kind of life that qualifies as a rock
'n' roll folktale. in his early teens, keys bribed his way into buddy holly’s garage
band rehearsals. he took up the saxophone because it was the only instrument left
unclaimed in the school band, and he convinced his grandfather to sign his
guardianship over to crickets drummer j.i. alli born in slaton, texas, bobby keys
has lived the kind of life that qualifies as a rock 'n' roll folktale. in his early teens,
keys bribed his way into buddy holly’s garage band rehearsals. he took up the
saxophone because it was the only instrument left unclaimed in the school band,
and he convinced his grandfather to sign his guardianship over to crickets
Readable/Downloadable
drummer j.i. allison so that he could go on tour as a teenager. keys spent years on
the road during the early days of rock ‘n’ roll with hitmakers like bobby vee and
the various acts on dick clark’s caravan of stars tour, followed by decades as top
touring and session sax man for the likes of mad dogs and englishmen, george
harrison, john lennon, and onto his gig with the rolling stone from 1970 onward.
every night's a saturday night finds keys setting down the many tales of an overthe-top rock ‘n’ roll life in his own inimitable voice. augmented by exclusive
contributions with famous friends like keith richards, joe crocker, and jim keltner,
every night's a saturday night paints a unique picture of the coming-of-age of rock
'n' roll. ...more

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S MAGIC: A CHILDREN OF THE EARTH
NOVELLA (CHILDREN OF THE EARTH #1)
when librarian janet porter's car breaks down one moonlit night in the backwoods
of north carolina, the last thing she expects to find is her former lover, who'd been
missing for the last fourteen years-unchanged from the young man he'd once been. Readable/Downloadable
to save him and reclass="buttons"> more details... original title crimson hero,
volume 4 isbn 1421505789 (isbn13: 9781421505787 ) edition language english
series crimson hero #4 other editions (3) all editions | add a new edition | combine
.less detail edit details

THE HAPPY SLEEPER: THE SCIENCE-BACKED GUIDE TO HELPING
YOUR BABY GET A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP-NEWBORN TO SCHOOL
AGE
many parents feel pressured to "train" babies and young children to sleep. but kids
don't need to be trained to sleep—they're built to sleep. sleep issues arise when
parents (with the best of intentions) overhelp of "helicopyer parent" at
night—overshadowing their baby's innate biological ability to sleep well. in the
happy sleeper, child sleep experts heather turgeon and many parents feel
pressured to "train" babies and young children to sleep. but kids don't need to be
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trained to sleep—they're built to sleep. sleep issues arise when parents (with the
best of intentions) overhelp of "helicopyer parent" at night—overshadowing their
baby's innate biological ability to sleep well. in the happy sleeper, child sleep
experts heather turgeon and julie wright show parents how to be sensitive and
nurturing, but also clear and structured so that babies and young children develop
the self-soothing skills they need in order to: - fall asleep independently - sleep
through the night - take healthy naps - grow into natural, optimal sleep patterns
for day and night the happy sleeper is a research-based guide to helping children
do what comes naturally—sleep through the night. ...more

MANGA SHAKESPEARE: A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM (MANGA SHAKESPEARE)
the latest in the breakout series manga shakespeare, introducing teens to a new kind of bard. in one of
shakespeare’s funniest, most enduring stories, meddling fairies create unexpected love triangles
among a group of teenagers. hermia is in love with lysander. demetrius is in love with hermia. helena
is in love with demetrius. add to the mix puck, a fairy with a powerful l the latest in the breakout series
manga shakespeare, introducing teens to a new kind of bard. in one of shakespeare’s funniest, most
enduring stories, meddling fairies create unexpected love triangles among a group of teenagers.
Readable/Downloadable
hermia is in love with lysander. demetrius is in love with hermia. helena is in love with demetrius. add
to the mix puck, a fairy with a powerful love potion, and chaos is sure to follow. now everyone’s in
love with helena, hermia is hopping mad, and the fairy queen titania is in love with a man with a
donkey’s head! using the style and visual language of manga, kate brown transforms shakespeare’s
world into something new and vibrant. it’s the perfect introduction to shakespeare’s work for reluctant
readers and manga fans alike. f&p level: z ...more
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SLEEPING THROUGH THE NIGHT: HOW INFANTS, TODDLERS, AND
THEIR PARENTS CAN GET A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
right after "is it a boy or a girl?" and "what's his/her name?," the next question
people invariably ask new parents is "are you getting any sleep?" unfortunately,
the answer is usually "not much." in fact, studies show that approximately 25% of
young children experience some type of sleep problem and, as any bleary-eyed
parent will attest, it is one of the most difficult right after "is it a boy or a girl?"
and "what's his/her name?," the next question people invariably ask new parents is
"are you getting any sleep?" unfortunately, the answer is usually "not much." in
fact, studies show that approximately 25% of young children experience some
Readable/Downloadable
type of sleep problem and, as any bleary-eyed parent will attest, it is one of the
most difficult challenges of parenting. drawing on her ten years of experience in
the assessment and treatment of common sleep problems in children, dr. jodi a.
mindell now provides tips and techniques, the answers to commonly asked
questions, and case studies and quotes from parents who have successfully solved
their children's sleep problems. unlike other books on the subject, dr. mindell also
offers practical tips on bedtime, rather than middle-of-the-night-sleep training, and
shows how all members of the family can cope with the stresses associated with
teaching a child to sleep. ...more

FOUR COMEDIES: AS YOU LIKE IT / THE TEMPEST / A
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM / TWELFTH NIGHT (FOLGER
LIBRARY GENERAL READER'S SHAKESPEARE)
these four great comedies bring you william shakespeare in a delightful and
humorous vein. the complete cambridge text of each play is clear and
understandable. the story of each play is summed up briefly by j. walker
mcspadden. a glossary at the end of the book explains all unusual words and
terms. the casts of characters are illustrated by frederick e. banbery. each play
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these four great comedies bring you william shakespeare in a delightful and
humorous vein. the complete cambridge text of each play is clear and
understandable. the story of each play is summed up briefly by j. walker
mcspadden. a glossary at the end of the book explains all unusual words and
terms. the casts of characters are illustrated by frederick e. banbery. each play is
prefaced with an introduction by mark van doren. this noted critic's comments will
add immeasurably to the reader's enjoyment, appreciation and understanding of
william shakespeare and his humor. ...more

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM BASED ON THE PLAY BY
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (USBORNE YOUNG READING - SERIES
TWO)
an entertaining retelling of one of shakespeare's best-loved comedies, beautifully
illustrated by serena riglietti. - young readers will treasure this gift edition, which
is published in hardback with a ribbon marker. - the young reading series is
designed to encourage independent reading and covers a range of subject matter,
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including the retelling of children's classics, an entertaining retelling of one of
shakespeare's best-loved comedies, beautifully illustrated by serena riglietti. young readers will treasure this gift edition, which is published in hardback with a
ribbon marker. - the young reading series is designed to encourage independent
reading and covers a range of subject matter, including the retelling of children's
classics, fairytales, and a wide variety of narrative non-fiction. ...more

ANGEL: LONG NIGHT'S JOURNEY (ANGEL COMIC #8 ANGEL SEASON 2)
angel searches for a kidnapped child and stumbles upon a force of unspeakable evil and
unimaginable power. it seems some insidious character has an old bone to pick with l.a.'s
resident vampire detective. now angel must go toe to toe with some of the toughest monsters
around. artist mel rubi takes us from the darkened mean streets of los angeles, to the dizzying
heights of angel searches for a kidnapped child and stumbles upon a force of unspeakable evil
and unimaginable power. it seems some insidious character has an old bone to pick with l.a.'s
Readable/Downloadable
resident vampire detective. now angel must go toe to toe with some of the toughest monsters
around. artist mel rubi takes us from the darkened mean streets of los angeles, to the dizzying
heights of the city's skyscrapers, and face to face with some of the strangest, most grotesque,
and most unsettlingly seductive creatures angel has ever faced. brett matthews and angel creator
joss whedon have retooled and reinvented angel, giving us a story that is much too big for the
small screen. ...more
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NEUTRONIUM ALCHEMIST PART II (PEANUT PRESS) CONFLICT
(NIGHT'S DAWN #2, PART 2 OF 2)
the souls of those long dead are entering the universe at an alarming rate. stealing
the bodies of the living, they are grouping together into powerful consortiums led
by leaders from history. an increasingly desperate confederation navy is struggling
to stem the tide as the race for the universe's most powerful weapon begins. but if
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the dead can return to life, who will b the souls of those long dead are entering the
universe at an alarming rate. stealing the bodies of the living, they are grouping
together into powerful consortiums led by leaders from history. an increasingly
desperate confederation navy is struggling to stem the tide as the race for the
universe's most powerful weapon begins. but if the dead can return to life, who
will be the ultimate victors? ...more

THE BROTHERS WROTH: THE WARLORD WANTS FOREVER, NO REST
FOR THE WICKED, DARK NEEDS AT NIGHT'S EDGE, UNTOUCHABLE
an exclusive kresley cole ebook box set featuring her new york times bestselling
immortals after dark titles! includes the warlord wants forever, no rest for the wicked,
dark needs at night's edge, and untouchable. the warlord wants forever (immortals
after dark #1) nikolai wroth, once a ruthless human warlord in the 1700s and now a
general in the rebel vampire army, needs t an exclusive kresley cole ebook box set
featuring her new york times bestselling immortals after dark titles! includes the
warlord wants forever, no rest for the wicked, dark needs at night's edge, and
untouchable. the warlord wants forever (immortals after dark #1) nikolai wroth, once
a ruthless human warlord in the 1700s and now a general in the rebel vampire army,
needs to find his bride, the one woman who can render him truly alive. as a turned
human, he doesn't enjoy a heartbeat or breathing and is consequently weaker than
fully blooded vampires. he wants his bride for the power she will bring him and can
hardly believe it when his heart beats for myst the coveted, a mad, fey, mythological
creature. she eludes him for five years, but he has finally chased her to ground and
stolen the jewel which commands her, giving him absolute power over her. while he
possesses it, he can make her do anything, and he plans to in order for her to
experience firsthand the agonizing, unending lust she'd purposely subjected him to for
half a decade. yet when wroth realizes he wants more from her and frees her, will she
come. no rest for the wicked (immortals after dark #3 a vampire soldier weary of
life... centuries ago, sebastian wroth was turned into a vampire - a nightmare in his
mind - against his will. burdened with hatred and alone for ages, he sees little reason
to live. until an exquisite, fey creature comes to kill him, inadvertently saving him
instead. a valkyrie assassin dispatched to destroy him. when kaderin the cold hearted
lost her two beloved sisters to a vampire attack long ago, a benevolent force deadened
her sorrow - accidentally extinguishing all of her emotions. yet whenever she
Readable/Downloadable
encounters sebastian, her feelings - particularly lust - emerge multiplied. for the first
time, she's unable to complete a kill. competitors in a legendary hunt. the prize of the
month-long contest is powerful enough to change history, and kaderin will do
anything to win it for her sisters. wanting only to win her, forever, sebastian competes
as well, taking every opportunity - as they travel to ancient tombs and through
catacombs, seeking relics around the world - to use her new feelings to seduce her.
but when forced to choose between the vampire she's falling for and reuniting her
family, how can kaderin live without either? dark needs at night's edge(immortals
after dark #5) a raven haired temptress of the dark. néomi laress, a famous ballerina
from a past century, became a phantom the night she was murdered. imbued with
otherworldly powers but invisible to the living, she haunts her beloved home, scaring
away trespassers - until she encounters a ruthless immortal even more terrifying than
néomi herself. a vampire warrior consumed by madness. to prevent him from harming
others, conrad wroth's brothers imprison him in an abandoned manor. but there, a
female only he can see seems determined to drive him further into madness. the
exquisite creature torments him with desire, leaving his body racked with lust and his
soul torn as he finds himself coveting her for his own. how far will he go to claim
her? yet even if conrad can win néomi, evil still surrounds her. once he returns to the
brutality of his past to protect her, will he succumb to the dark needs seething inside
him? untouchable (immortals after dark #8) #1 new york times bestselling author
kresley cole delivers a breathtaking tale of a brutal vampire soldier about to know
love for the first time. and a valkyrie aching for his touch. murdoch wroth will stop at
nothing to claim daniela - the delicate valkyrie who makes his heart beat for the first
time in three hundred years. yet the exquisite danii is part ice fey, and her freezing
skin can’t be touched by anyone but her own kind without inflicting pain beyond
measure. can they conquer an agony of frustration and slake the overwhelming desire
burning between them? .more
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ROMEO Y JULIETA/MACBETH/HAMLET/OTELO/LA FIERECILLA
DOMADO/EL SUEñO DE UNA NOCHE DE VERANO/ EL MERCADER
DE VENECIA (ROMEO AND
JULIET/MACBETH/HAMLET/OTHELLO/THE TAMING OF THE
SHREW/A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM/THE MERCHANT OF
VENICE)
includes macbeth, the merchant of venice, a midsummer night's dream, othello,
romeo and juliet, and the taming of the shrew.
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THE BABY SLEEP BOOK: THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO A GOOD
NIGHT'S REST FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
america's favorite pediatric experts turn their attention to solving babies' sleep
problems in a definitive book that offers immediate results. a comprehensive,
reassuring, solution-filled sleep resource, this guide shows parents how to match
the nighttime temperament of their baby to their own lifestyle, and provides
practical tools parents need to help the entire family america's favorite pediatric
experts turn their attention to solving babies' sleep problems in a definitive book
that offers immediate results. a comprehensive, reassuring, solution-filled sleep
resource, this guide shows parents how to match the nighttime temperament of
their baby to their own lifestyle, and provides practical tools parents need to help
the entire family sleep better. ...more
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BRICK SHAKESPEARE: THE COMEDIES—A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S
DREAM, THE TEMPEST, MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, AND THE
TAMING OF THE SHREW
explore four of shakespeare’s comedies like never before—with lego bricks! this
book presents shakespeare’s most delightful comedies, a midsummer night’s
dream, much ado about nothing, the taming of the shrew, and the tempest, in one
thousand amazing color photographs. this unique adaptation of the world’s most
famous plays stays true to shakespeare’s original text, while explore four of
shakespeare’s comedies like never before—with lego bricks! this book presents
shakespeare’s most delightful comedies, a midsummer night’s dream, much ado
about nothing, the taming of the shrew, and the tempest, in one thousand amazing
color photographs. this unique adaptation of the world’s most famous plays stays
true to shakespeare’s original text, while giving audiences an exciting new
perspective as the stories are retold with the universally beloved construction toy.
get caught up in hilarious misadventures as brick puck leads the lovers astray
through the brick forests of athens. watch cupid kill with traps in the plot to marry
beatrice and benedict. marvel at the changing disguises of the men vying for brick
bianca’s affections, and feel the churn of the ocean as prospero sinks his brother’s
ship into the brick sea. these iconic stories jump off the page with fun, creative
sets built brick by brick, scene by scene! this incredible method of storytelling
gives new life to shakespeare’s masterpieces. with an abridged form that
maintains original shakespearean language and modern visuals, this ode to the
bard is sure to please all audiences, from the most versed shakespeare enthusiasts
to young students and newcomers alike! ...more
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